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LAURA M. EISENHOWER: STATEMENT REGARDING THE POSITIVE TIMELINE

Laura Magdalene Eisenhower

There is a missing link to this whole picture in connection with ET races, Ascension, 2012, the Mayan
calendar and certain timelines that are unfolding. Cosmically speaking, it is not missing – but it is missing
from many people’s awareness. That missing link is Sophia and the understanding of our divine blueprint
that connects us with the Positive Timeline.
The recognition of the Goddess as a force of alchemy in our world and a divine power, also existing within
all, is leading to the opening of a Natural Stargate. IT is the creative force of the feminine, within both
sexes – that is polarity and ends duality.
This is an extremely necessary time to awaken to this since this is one of the greatest secrets, myths or
mysteries out there that only a few have been able to truly understand.
This force has been buried and her story has been written out of our history – or rewritten incorrectly. It's
about the feminine energies coming into union with the male and balancing out forces of dominance and
control that have been running our planet for thousands of years.
As a child, I had contact with a higher alien race that did not identify itself. They handed me a viewfinder
and had me look through it. They told me it would be so beautiful that it would make me cry. It enabled
me to see a golden future. Many beings were preparing me for a mission and undertaking that would be
so hellish and challenging that surviving it in a physical body often seemed slim or only possible through
miracles and connection with Source energy.
I found that my path was identical to that of some Ancient Goddesses, like Inanna, Isis, and Magdalene.
Their personas seemed to always be there as I was living in myth. One gateway and dimension after
another, I would journey through, to reclaim my – or our – power from the dark forces that have kept our
planet in quarantine, harmed the ecosystem, and altered our DNA.
They have been trying to enslave us and keep us in the dark, powerless and in the illusion of separation
from our true divine essence, healing power and higher capabilities that we once embodied in Ancient
Civilizations, such as Atlantis, Lemuria, and Avalon.
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The Mayan calendar focuses mainly on the celestial body Venus and it is known that Venus and Gaia are
personified in a Goddess known as Sophia (wisdom) who has many other names. After being recruited
to Mars, being identified as the identity of Sophia within this, and receiving multiple confirmations from
other sources, including technologies, and after having hidden documents handed to me that related to it,
I accepted this role fully because it was something I already understood and knew I was doing.
I am coming forward as a representative of our divine blueprint, as Christ conscious beings in union with
the Wisdom Goddess that exists within us.
The lower alien races have been trying to separate us from this. They have manipulated many, and I
have witnessed abductees firsthand; both my ex-husband and the man who was an agent who tried to
take me to Mars. He had telepathic communications with ET's that were instructing him. We must realize
that the horrors of millions of people being abducted and trillions of dollars going into hidden, off-planet
agendas are between humans and ET races. They have not served our best interests to restore the
planet, nor allowed Awakening and Ascension to be embodied by the masses. They are affecting people
that have nothing to do with these agreements, while keeping the higher races from being as accessible.
Because so many are entangled in it now, we are all being affected. It is hard to know who is on what
side of the force, especially with mind control, HAARP, and the mentalities that create constant disaster
and the desire for endless control.
It puts a major dam in the flow of energy, but nothing can destroy our birthright. Each us will eventually
get there, because it already exists and is always there. We need the whole picture though and much
that has been buried throughout history needs to come into our awareness. We also need to focus on
our diplomacy with other races, as The Powers that Be get more and more jolted by perhaps a “false flag”
that got out of control, whose deeper repercussions are on them, not us.
The Planet Venus will be aligning with the Sun for seven hours on December 21, 2012. This is when a
balance and union takes place that activates the lifting of veils that are already thinning, the opening to
the multi-dimensions and the worm hole stargate leading to the Heavens or Nirvana.
In this accelerated time, the catastrophic timeline seems to loom over us, with the oil volcano, the threat
of solar flares, and nuclear war. This is the end of a long nightmare and this is the final showdown and it
has to do with consciousness. Spirit is what wins, but we must fully stay in those rays. Being true to
one’s self and doing whatever works is needed to be filled with love for self and others, is key to the
vessel one is journeying in.
The time for truth is upon us. As Andrew D. Basiago of Project Pegasus has observed:
"Human beings on Earth have a human right to a true telling of the natural history of our solar system and
the true history of the 20th century, including its secret technical history. This is not about politics. It is
about our human birthright as citizens of the Cosmos."
As a descendant of President Eisenhower who wishes to take the warning of the Military-Industrial
Complex to the next level by shifting our power and consciousness out of the old paradigm, I also
represent the Venus path, hold Gaia as my own body, and represent a strong code of Sophia, who has
lived through the myths, trials, and tribulations firsthand.
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I went into the hellish darkness for more than two decades to help kick the controllers out of the Mother
Womb and am assisting the Great Mother to reunite with her off-spring and co-create a restoration and
shift into our highest potential that we hold as a sacred flame within. We simply need to recognize that it
is there and not be led astray by fear or lower behavior patterns that put us in cycles that make us feel
stuck...
Being awake, aware, and prepared is what I can offer and what can activate the divine blueprint. We
need to stop the influence of the false matrix and recognize the Source that shines within and is the
source of creation that the void dreams of. It is the love in the breath of life, the creative principal and our
infinite potential.
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